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Project Exodus - a mission to transport 300 Americans from 2070 to ad 54 to overthrow the Roman Empire - has gone
catastrophically wrong. Half have arrived seventeen years earlier, during the reign of Caligula.
The stunning new thriller from one of the fastest-growing stars of the genre. 2008: deep in the mountain forests of
Wyoming, Julian Cooke stumbles across the rotting remains of a wooden wagon. He's discovered what's left of the
Preston Group, a convoy of settlers that vanished in the winter of 1856. It's clear that something horrific happened here
all those years ago, but Cooke can only find a few tantalising clues. 1856: as early snows descend, the eclectic group of
settlers that form the Preston wagon train are forced to dig in. Miles from any kind of civilisation, they see the group of
Native Americans also trapped nearby as their greatest threat. But they soon realise what true danger is. When a woman
is found murdered, one of the Indian party struggles wounded back to camp, whispering of unspeakable evil as he dies.
United by fear, the settlers and the Indians must protect themselves against whatever is lurking in the woods. But as
suspicion and panic grow, perhaps their own terror will be just as dangerous. Or maybe, whatever's out there is worse
than anything they can imagine. Back in the present day, as Cooke unravels the mystery, he must question if the horror
he is uncovering was in fact only the start of something much worse...
After a snowstorm forces English orphan Jack Fletcher to take shelter in a village, the samurai must decide either to stay
and protect the villagers from raiding mountain bandits or keep moving on.
Liam O'Connor, Maddy Carter, and Sal Vikram all should have died. But instead, they have been given a second chance-
to work for an agency that no one knows exists. The TimeRiders' mission: to prevent time travel from destroying history-
and the future. . . . When Maddy mistakenly opens a time window where and when she shouldn't, Liam is marooned sixty-
five million years in the past, in the hunting ground of a deadly, and until now undiscovered, species of prehistoric
predator. Can Liam make contact with Maddy and Sal before he's hunted down by dinosaurs, and without changing
history so much that the world is overtaken by a terrifying new reality? The second book in the thrilling TimeRiders series
is just as fast-paced, intelligent, and mind-bending as the first.
Get ready for TimeRiders: The Mayan Prophecy, the 8th book in Alex Scarrow's #1 bestselling time-travel adventure
series. Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram
should have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one
knows exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history . . . When Maddy finally unlocks fragments of the
secret that Becks has been holding on to, the TimeRiders start to piece together their true purpose. Racing through time
to connect the clues, the team discover a Mayan tribe and an ancient relic provides a vital link to the past . . . and future.
But not all the TimeRiders can cope with the discovery, and one threatens to bring them all down if they can act out their
revenge . . . ** Book eight in the bestselling TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow. ** Perfect for fans of Doctor Who and
Indiana Jones ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won the Red House Book Award older readers category ** www.time-riders.co.uk
** Alex Scarrow is a World Book Day 2013 author with TimeRiders: The Nearly Girl on the WBD Movellas app.
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should
have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows
exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history . . . When Maddy finally unlocks fragments of the secret that
Becks has been holding on to, the TimeRiders start to piece together their true purpose. Racing through time to connect
the clues, the team discover a Mayan tribe and an ancient relic provides a vital link to the past and future. But not all the
TimeRiders can cope with the discovery, and one threatens to bring them all down if they can act out their revenge . . .
Betrayal. Sacrifice. Survival. Welcome to The Extinction Trials. Storm and Lincoln's city is burning. The people are
starving. The only place left to run is Piloria, the continent of monsters. It's up to Storm and Lincoln to keep their people
alive as they colonize this lethal paradise. But will the biggest threat to their survival be the monsters in the jungle...or the
ones inside the encampment with them? The Hunger Games meets Jurassic Park in this wildly popular series filled with
action, survival and betrayal.
YouTube star Connie Glynn is back with the sparkling follow-up to Undercover Princess, which Kirkus described as
"Cinderella meets Mean Girls while at Hogwarts." Lottie Pumpkin never expected to become a royal during her first year
at Rosewood Hall. But now that she and secret princess Ellie Wolfe's fates have been inextricably entwined by the
dramatic events of the last school year, they're both just hoping for a peaceful return to Rosewood. The ivy-covered walls
of Rosewood tend to hold secrets, though--and when students start being targeted by members of the mysterious
undercover society Leviathan, Lottie and Ellie must find the culprit before the danger threatens to close down the one
place where they both feel at home. A new princess, an old enemy--readers will devour this captivating sequel, perfect
for fans of Meg Cabot and Shannon Hale.
The god Kukulkan decides to give the Mayan people the gift of chocolate, the favorite food of the gods, but when
Kukulkan 's brother Night Jaguar tells the other gods what he has done Kukulkan is banned from paradise forever.
Get ready for the incredible 9th book in Alex Scarrow's #1 bestselling time-travel adventure series. Liam O'Connor should
have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died in a fire in
2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . The end is approaching for the TimeRiders. In a final effort to prevent time
travel destroying history, Liam and Maddy jump forward to 2070 to confront the enigmatic Waldstein and prove once and
for all if he is friend or foe. What they discover is more shocking than anyone could have imagined and soon the
TimeRiders are on one final mission - back to Biblical times to save the whole of humanity... ** Book nine in the
bestselling TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow. ** Perfect for fans of Doctor Who and Indiana Jones ** TimeRiders (Book
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1) won the Red House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin UK's first ever number one on the
iBookstore. ** www.time-riders.co.uk ** Alex Scarrow is a World Book Day 2013 author with TimeRiders: The Nearly Girl
on the WBD Movellas app. Alex Scarrow used to be a rock guitarist, then he became a graphic artist, then he decided to
be a computer games designer. Finally, he grew up and became an author. He has written a number of successful
thrillers and several screenplays, but it's YA fiction that has allowed him to really have fun with the ideas and concepts he
was playing around with designing games.
Cal's world splinters apart when he finds out he's been in a deliberately induced coma state for most of his life, and what
he thought was real was only an illusion. Escaping his captors, Cal goes on the run, determined to fight the forces behind
the nightmare he finds waiting for him in the real world, and to discover his true identity. A tense and gripping thriller
where nothing is as it seems, from a talented author whose writing cuts straight to the bone - spiky, uncompromising and
deeply moving.
TimeRiders: The Mayan Prophecy (Book 8)Penguin UK
I wanted to say, "I would love to know your obsessions, Is it landed house, gadgets, power, domestic life, succulent
plants, achievements, money, work, more likes and followers, health, validations, sex, organic food, pets, perfect selfies,
children, sports, Religion & Spirituality, relationship, minimalism, perfection, muscles, urban toys, shoes, traveling, or
fame?" but nobody is prepared for that kind of question on a first date. So I said, "You look great."
When his archaeologist parents go missing in Central America, fourteen-year-old Max embarks on a wild adventure
through the Mayan underworld in search of the legendary Jaguar Stones, which enabled ancient Mayan kings to wield
the powers of living gods. Includes cast of characters, glossary, facts about the Maya cosmos and calendar, and a recipe
for chicken tamales.
REBORN is the gripping sequel to the apocalyptic thriller REMADE, by bestselling author of the Timeriders series, Alex
Scarrow. Eighteen months have passed since the events of REMADE. Leon and Freya have seen no sign of the virus,
clinging on to the hope that two hard winters may have just killed it off. When news of a rescue ship arriving off the coast
comes in, the pair are on the move once again. But all is not as safe as it seems. The virus has been busy. It has learned
and evolved. And now it is reborn . . . This book has also been published in paperback as Plague Nation.
THEY THOUGHT IT WAS DEAD. THEY WERE WRONG. Two years ago, a virus hit London, killing thousands of people
and driving the rest into hiding. But Leon has somehow survived, making it through two harsh winters. Now he's living on
the fragile hope that the freezing snow and ice of the English climate wiped out the virus for good. Word even reaches
Leon of a rescue boat on its way. But all is not as safe as it seems. The virus has been busy... Praise for Plague Land:
"Will immediately engross and terrify readers." —VOYA "A thrilling family survival story, a clinical study of a fictional
pathogen, body horror, and an action-packed dystopian narrative." —Booklist "Terror, anxiety, and anticipation will flow
rapidly through the veins of readers as they piece together clues...in this fast-paced horror." —The Bulletin of the Center
for Children's Books "A high-impact horrific thriller that will keep readers on the edge of their seat and begging for the
next installment." —School Library Journal
Leon and his younger sister, Grace, have recently moved to London from New York and are struggling to settle into their
new school when rumors of an unidentified plague in Africa begin to fill the news. Within a week, the virus hits London.
The siblings witness people turning to liquid before their eyes, and they run for their lives. A month after touching Earth's
atmosphere, the virus has wiped out most of the population. Desperate to stay alive, Leon and Grace are reluctantly
taken in by a tight-knit group of survivors. But as they struggle to win their trust, the siblings realize that the virus isn't
their only enemy, and survival is just the first step...
A short story for the Young Samurai series! Japan, 1612. Shipwrecked and his father murdered by ninjas, Jack Fletcher
is rescued by the legendary swordmaster Masamoto Takeshi and taken to his samurai school in Kyoto. Hunted by the
ninja Dragon Eye, Jack's only hope is to become a samurai warrior. And so his training begins . . . In order to perfect his
fighting skills, Jack goes on a gasshuku. But nothing can prepare him for the punishment of warrior camp - the climax of
which is to enter the Way of Fire, a terrifying ritual that burns away evil. Can Jack overcome his fear and walk the Way of
Fire? Part of the award-winning Young Samurai series by Chris Bradford. Visit www.youngsamurai.com for competitions
and to find out more about the books. Previously published for World Book Day. 'A fantastic adventure that floors the
reader on page one and keeps them there until the end' - Eoin Colfer 'Addictive' - Evening Standard
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should
have died in a fire in 2029. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no-one knows
exists. Its purpose - to prevent time travel destroying history . . . When Maddy mistakenly opens a time window where
and when she shouldn't have, Liam is marooned sixty-five million years ago in the hunting ground of a deadly - and until
now - undiscovered species of predator. Can Liam make contact with Maddy and Sal before he's torn to pieces by
dinosaurs - and without endangering history so much that the world is overtaken by a terrifying new reality?
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should
have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows
exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history . . . Hunted by cyborg assassins from the future, the
TimeRiders must abandon New York and go on the run. They escape to Victorian London and the streets where Jack the
Ripper roams. But, before they can establish their new base, they make their most shattering discovery yet - and it will
change everything . . . ** Book six in the bestselling TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow. ** Victorian London's Jack the
Ripper get a time-travel makeover! ** Perfect for fans of Doctor Who and Sherlock Holmes. ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won
the Red House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin UK's first ever number one on the iBookstore. **
www.time-riders.co.uk
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The newly crowned Prince Jared, ruler of All Archenfield, has inherited a kingdom in crisis. The murder of his older
brother has revealed a traitorous plot in his court, calling into question who, if anyone, Jared can trust as he ascends the
throne. Now the realm is on the brink of invasion from the brutal princes of Paddenburg and Jared must travel to
neighboring kingdoms in search of allies to defend his throne. Little does he know that an even more dangerous plot is
hatching in the Archenfield court--one that threatens to remove Jared from power. One put in motion by the very people
he left in charge. The second book in Justin Somper's Allies & Assassins series delivers another twisted tale of high-
stakes betrayal and political machinations set amid a lush medieval background.
Winner of the Aurealis Award for Best Science Fiction novel—the fourth Sentients of Orion book. “Beautifully written . . . a
serious series for a new generation” (Falcata Times). Mira Fedor and her friends stand in the eye of the hurricane, and
everything in the Orion League remains in flux. Mira is pregnant, and her gestation is proceeding at an inhuman pace. As
she hides out on her bioship, Insignia, it seems clear that the extropist’s procedures have had unforeseen effects—but
will her child be more than human? As secrets are revealed and conspiracies exposed about the attack on Araldis, Mira
wonders if there is still time to thwart one last master plan. The pieces are all in place; all that remains is for each side to
commit to its endgame. But there is one question nobody has thought to ask: Will the Sole Entity—God—play by the rules?
It is the epic conclusion to what the Sydney Morning Herald called “Space opera supreme.” Marianne de Pierres’s epic
series the Sentients of Orion has been called “a grand space opera” (Times Literary Supplement) and “brilliant in all
senses of the word” (Sean Williams). All four books were short-listed for the prestigious Aurealis Award, with the final
book winning for Best Novel. Don’t miss the entire Sentients of Orion series: Dark Space, Chaos Space, Mirror Space,
and Transformation Space.
Love is . . . Loud Love is . . . Quiet Join The Moomins for a celebration of love. This delightful little book features all of
your favourite Moomin characters and whimsical illustrations by Tove Jansson. The perfect gift for Valentine's Day, or
any other day you want to say 'I love you!'
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should
have died in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows
exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history . . . Relocated to Victorian London, the TimeRiders joy-ride
back to 1666 to witness the Great Fire of London. In the ensuing chaos, Liam and their newest recruit, Rashim, find
themselves trapped between the fire and the Thames. They escape onboard a river boat, only to be confronted by an
unscrupulous captain with his heart set on treasures of the high seas . . . Back in 1888, Maddy and the rest of the team
are frantically trying to track them down. But with limited resources at their new base, can Liam and Rashim survive the
bloodthirsty and barbaric age of piracy long enough to be rescued? ** Book seven in the bestselling TimeRiders series by
Alex Scarrow. ** The Golden Age of Piracy get a time-travel makeover! ** Perfect for fans of Doctor Who and Pirates of
the Caribbean. ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won the Red House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin UK's
first ever number one on the iBookstore. ** www.time-riders.co.uk
Continuing the heart-pounding, time-bending action of the TimeRiders series, The Eternal War brings readers back to a pivotal
time period in American history: the Civil War. Only this alternate history is one where a young Abraham Lincoln has somehow
followed Liam into the present from 1831, and the entire course of American history has changed. If the TimeRiders can't return
Lincoln to the past, the country could be trapped in a dangerous state of never-ending civil war. Can Maddy persuade two colonels
on either side of no man's land to cease fire long enough to save the future?
Survival was just the start of it . . . Eighteen months have passed since the events of Plague Land. Leon and Freya have seen no
sign of the virus, clinging on to the hope that two hard winters just may have killed it off. When news of a rescue ship arriving off
the coast comes in, the pair are on the move once again. But all is not as safe as it seems. The virus has been busy, it has learned
and evolved. And now, it is reborn. Plague Nation is the explosive second book in the Remade trilogy, by the bestselling author of
the TimeRiders series, Alex Scarrow. Continue the horror-thriller series with Plague World. This book was previously published in
paperback as Reborn.
Summer love abounds in the New York Times bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty series, now available in a paperback boxed
set. Belly has always lived for the summertime, because summer means all her favorite things: swimming, the beach, and the
Fischer boys, Conrad and Jeremiah. For as long as she can remember, she’s shared her summers with the brothers at Cousins
Beach. And for as long as she can remember, she’s been in love with Conrad. Then one summer it seems like he might have
feelings for her too—but so does Jeremiah. As the summer seasons pass, Belly has to choose between two brothers who love
her…and she’ll have to break one of their hearts. This paperback collection of the complete series includes The Summer I Turned
Pretty, It’s Not Summer Without You, and We’ll Always Have Summer.
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . Hunted by cyborg assassins from the future, the TimeRiders must abandon New York
and go on the run. They escape to Victorian London and the streets where Jack the Ripper roams. But, before they can establish
their new base, they make their most shattering discovery yet - and it will change everything . . . ** Book six in the bestselling
TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow. ** Victorian London's Jack the Ripper get a time-travel makeover! ** Perfect for fans of Doctor
Who and Sherlock Holmes. ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won the Red House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin
UK's first ever number one on the iBooks Store. ** www.time-riders.co.uk
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died
in a fire in 2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to
prevent time travel destroying history . . . In 1993 British computer hacker Adam Lewis finds his name in a coded manuscript that
is almost one thousand years old. How did Adam's name get in there . . . and why? Confronted by Adam in 2001, the TimeRiders
travel back to Sherwood Forest in 1193 to discover the origins of the ancient message. But when a strange hooded man appears
interested in the same thing, they begin to wonder what terrible threat this cryptic link from the past holds for the future . . .
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"A superb four-part fantasy, comparable with the work of Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, the Earthsea books follow the fortunes of the
wizard Ged from his childhood to an age where magic is giving way to evil. As a young dragonlord, Ged, whose use-name is
Sparrowhawk, is sent to the island of Roke to learn the true way of magic. A natural magician, Ged becomes an Archmage and
helps the High Priestess Tenar escape from the labyrinth of darkness. But as the years pass, true magic and ancient ways are
forced to submit to the powers of evil and death ..."
400 cards with questions & answers plus vocabulary terms and definitions.
1912. Locked in an eerily quiet dining room on the Titanic, a mysterious man tells a young girl his life story as the ship begins to
sink. It all starts in Whitechapel, London in 1888... In the small hours of the night in a darkened Whitechapel alley, young Mary
Kelly stumbles upon a man who has been seriously injured and is almost unconscious in the gutter. Mary - down on her luck and
desperate to survive - steals his bag and runs off into the night. Two days later, an American gentleman wakes in a hospital bed
with no memory of who he is or how he got there. He has suffered a serious head injury, and with no one to help him remember
who he is he starts to wonder how he will ever find his way home. One terrible truth links these two lost souls in the dark world of
Victorian London - a truth that could ruin the name of the most influential man in the land... Back in 1912, as the Titanic begins its
final shuddering descent to the bottom of the frozen, black Atlantic, one man is about to reveal the truth behind a series of murders
that have hung like a dark fog over London for more than two decades...the identity of Jack the Ripper.
A Lord of the Rings for the 21st century. Only a lot shorter. And funnier. And completely different.
Now in paperback--the first volume in a mesmerizing new trilogy which introduces a group of teens, who call themselves Midnighters, living in
a world that is frozen in time and inhabited by dark creatures that lurk in the shadows.
SOON TO BE A MAJOR TV SERIES A terrifying apocalyptic thriller from the one of the brightest stars of the genre... 'Chillingly plausible'
DAILY TELEGRAPH It seems to be a very normal Monday morning. But in the space of only a few days, the world's oil supplies have been
severed and at a horrifying pace things begin to unravel everywhere. And this is no natural disaster: someone is behind this. Jenny is stuck in
Manchester, fighting desperately against the rising chaos to get back to London, where her children are marooned as events begin to spiral
out of control: riots, raging fires, looting, rape and murder. In the space of a week, London is transformed into a lawless and anarchic vision of
hell. Jenny's estranged husband, oil engineer Andy Sutherland, is stranded in Iraq with a company of British soldiers, desperate to find a way
home to his family, trapped as transport links and the very infrastructure of daily life begin to collapse around him. And against all this, a
mysterious man is tracking Andy's family. He'll silence anyone who might be able to reveal the identities of those behind this global disaster. It
seems that the same people who now have a stranglehold on the future of civilisation have flexed their muscles before, at other significant
tipping points in history, and they are prepared to do anything to keep their secret - and their power - safe.
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912. Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in 2010. Sal Vikram should have died in a fire in
2026. But all three have been given a second chance - to work for an agency that no one knows exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel
destroying history . . . Project Exodus - a mission to transport 300 Americans from 2070 to 54AD to overthrow the Roman Empire - has gone
catastrophically wrong. Half have arrived seventeen years earlier, during the reign of Caligula. Liam goes to investigate, but when Maddy and
Sal attempt to flee a kill-squad sent to hunt down their field office, all of the TimeRiders become trapped in the Roman past. Armed with
knowledge of the future, Caligula is now more powerful than ever. But with the office unmanned - and under threat - how will the TimeRiders
make it back to 2001 and put history right? ** Book five in the bestselling TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow. ** Ancient Rome gets a time-
travel makeover! ** TimeRiders (Book 1) won the Red House Book Award older readers category, and was Penguin UK's first ever number
one on the iBookstore. ** www.time-riders.co.uk
The thrilling finale of the heart-stopping The Extinction Trials trilogy, for fans of The Hunger Games and Jurassic Park. Rebellion. Fear.
Survival. Welcome to humanity's last chance. Stormchaser and Lincoln's home city is burning. The people are starving. The only place left to
run is Piloria, the continent of monsters. It's up to Storm and Lincoln to keep everyone alive. But will the biggest threat to their survival be the
monsters in the jungle...or the ones inside the encampment with them?
From the author of the modern dystopian classic, Hold Back This Day, comes his most exciting and powerful novel yet.... What does a man
do when he's killed in a horrific freeway crash - only to wake up in a strange room? That's Garrick Fenstad's peculiar dilemma, and he's not
sure how to handle it. Especially since he's got a million other dead people to keep him company, in a place that's just a little bit strange. But
the eats are free, he doesn't have to pay a dime in rent, and he's got the prospect of eternity to look forward to. Until he's offered the chance
to go back to earth....and live again.
It's early April of 1945 and the dog-days of World War II. The Nazi regime is being slowly throttled by the oncoming Russian and Allied armies
and Hitler rages uselessly in his Berlin bunker. But the high command have one more throw of the dice to make. An audacious plan is
hatched to save the Fatherland and beat off the oncoming apocalypse. All it will take is a hodge-podge squadron of escort fighters, a
captured U. S. bomber, and one suicidally brave pilot to fly it over the Atlantic into the beating heart of America. Half a century later, a rusting
plane is discovered, sunk with its crew, off the coast of New Yorka relic from a bygone age. Chris Roland, a brilliant young photographer, is
sent to take photos of this time capsule. But it is only when he discovers that the fragments of Nazi uniforms on the decaying corpses that he
realizes that he has come across a secret so terrible that even 50 years later it could still kill him
Sixth-grader Simon Bloom can?t believe his luck when he finds a book that enables him to control the laws of physics. By simply reciting the
formulas it contains, he can cancel gravity to fly around his bedroom, or decrease friction so he can slide down the street as if he were on
Rollerblades. When two thugs with evil intentions come after Simon, he must use the formulas to save himself and the book from falling into
their hands. This funny, fast, and imaginative novel from first-time author Michael Reisman will appeal to fans of both fantasy and action-
adventure.
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